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BACKGROUND 

1.1 These representations are made in respect of the list of matters for consideration at the 

Examination in Public and taking into account the Draft New London Plan Minor Suggested 

Changes July 2018. These representations have been prepared by CBRE Limited on behalf 

of Catalyst Housing Limited ('CHL') further to our representations made on 2nd March 2018 

(‘March Representation’). As a G15 housing association, managing approximately 22,000 

homes across London and the South East, CHL takes a close interest in proposed planning 

policy and welcomes this opportunity to formally comment on the draft London Plan.  This 

document highlights CHL's position on the emerging plan but is also made in dialogue with, 

and in addition to, the representations made on behalf of G15. 

1.2 In broad terms, there is much we support within the draft London Plan, not least its focus on 

communities, social integration, inclusivity and rebalancing.  It is also ambitious, 

particularly in relation to housing delivery and we think it needs to be, if we are to stand a 

chance of addressing the housing crisis that has steadily worsened over many decades.  A 

number of the concerns we raised in our previous March Representation have been 

addressed within the Minor Suggested Changes July 2018, and this is welcomed.  However, 

we remain concerned about several policies (and supporting text), which in their current 

form are likely to inhibit - rather than accelerate - growth. Below, we have identified the 

relevant part(s) of the question(s) relating to each matter we are responding to, and outline 

our comments accordingly. Parts of the question(s) deemed not relevant to our response 

have been omitted. 

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE, OPEN SPACE AND URBAN GREENING 

(POLICIES G1, G4 AND G5) 

Matter M64 

M64. Would the policies for green infrastructure assist in creating a healthy city in 

accordance with Policy GG3 and will they provide an effective strategic context for the 

preparation of local plans and neighbourhood plans? Are Policies G1, G4 and G5 and their 

detailed criteria justified and necessary and would they provide an effective basis for 

development management? How would they affect the implementation of Policies GG4 and 

GG5 on delivering the homes Londoners need and growing a good economy? In particular: 

a) Is the Mayor’s target of making more than 50 percent of London green by 2050 and its 

designation as a National Park City justified and achievable?  

1.3 In response to the question relating to this matter, we raise concern that as currently 

drafted, it is not clear whether the objectives are realistic and what impact they could have 

on delivering other requirements from development, as set out elsewhere in the plan.  

1.4 The supporting text to draft Policy GG2 refers to delivering more than 50% green cover 

across London through, amongst other things, improvements to green infrastructure (also 

set out at paragraph 8.4.3 to draft Policy G4).   

1.5 It is not clear from the draft Plan or the accompanying evidence base what the current 

percentage of green cover is across London.  As such it is not clear what level of uplift is 

sought through improvements, and it is therefore impossible to test whether this is realistic.  

We are concerned that it may not be possible to achieve a total of 50% through (say) 

housing developments, particularly given the range of requirements proposed to be 

imposed on development elsewhere within the Plan.  Although we acknowledge this is not 
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policy, the percentage should nevertheless be treated flexibly.  This would have the 

advantage of providing critical flexibility to enable other requirements of the Plan to be 

satisfied, and we do not think this would compromise the green cover principles sought by 

the Mayor. 

 


